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SOME ACHIEVE GREATNESS

Have you ever thought how much you really write and speak in a
single day? You take notes in your classes, answer letters and questions
on tests, write lists of things to do, papers for classes, thank-you notes
at Christmas, telephone messages; you write in your books and note-
books. You speak often, too; you converse with your friends and talk
on the telephone; you answer questions and present reports; you express
your ideas in, club meetings and discussions. Rarely do you spend a day
without needing to write and speak.

But you have discovered in school that writing requires more than
making marks on paper, and that speaking usually demands more than
saying whatever comes into your head, Both are means of clarifying
your own ideas and usually of communicating them to other people.
Because communication is essential in much of your use of language,
you have doubtless discovered that you need to develop your ability to
communicate as effectively as possible. You have been developing language_
skills since before you started to school, and specifically in the seventh
and eighth grades you have focused attention on ways of writing and
speaking well. The skills of communication are complex: very few people
ever reach the point of expressing themselves so well that they cannot
further improve their writing and speaking.

Writing and speaking are similar in many ways; both are methods
a communicating ideas, but they also differ. Conversation and personal
letters can be free and casual. But unified speeches and papers both
require preparation; and for both, certain steps in preparation are nec-
essary. Before you speak or write, you must decide what you are going
to discuss--can you talk about nothing? For both, you must decide how
much of any given subject you can discuss in the time you have. You must
choose, for example, whether you can discuss a broad subject fully,
or concentrate on one element of it. Also you must decide how to pre-
sent your ideas so that your reader or listener will understand you.
You must find a pattern for developing your ideas clearly; you must not
only plan divisions--sentences and paragraphs--but select the best possible
words. WosIld you discuss a subject with a close friend in exactly the
same way you would discuss it with your high school principal?

Can any two people speak or write in exactly the same way? Speaking
and writing skills are highly individual; you cannot develev your abilities
precisely as anyone else does. But you can pick up ideas to use in your
own way from studying the ways other people have managed ideas; you
can learn from reading and analyzing the work of other writers and speakers,
i7hen you read an essay or speech, you must bear in mind that you are
seeing the finished product; you are seeing not the skills themselves but
the result. You can observe the choices another author made, not the
choices he considered and did not make--the sentences he crossed out,
the words he changed, and the ideas he discarded as not useful for his
purpose. You can, however, analyze the effects of the words and ideas
he did decide to use.

Lesson 1

In this first lesson you can observe how one author has used his awn
to describe a hero. As you follow his thought, perhaps you can decide
why he chose the details he included.
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"A Folk Hero"

by Vernon L. Farrington

(For text, see Main Currentg in American Thouffht, Vol.
by Vernon L, SMogto--7-114 micouWace World, New York,
1937; seleditni beginning p, 27 with "General Grant was no
convention al mint** With " end:wilding iie-p 28 with
", his bloody Way to ultimate victory. and selection on
p. 31; -beginning "TO Millions Americans Grerg was. "
and ending "4, he We his country what he had. ")

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Does the title of the selection give you a good idea of what to expect?
If it does not, could you suggest a better title? What do you think is the
author's purpose? Is he entertaining the reader or trying to give infor-
mation? Does it help his purpose to let the reader see Grant through the
eyes of his fellow Americans?

2, Can you see a central idea running through this selection? Why does
the. author think Grant was a hero to Americans? Sum tip the idea in a
single sentence.

3, Read back through the paragraphs. What evidence has the author
given to support the main theme? What characteristics of a hero has
the author pointed out if Grant? Can you make a list of the details
that illustrate
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these characteristics? See if you can group them into a brief outline.

4. How does the last paragraph help the author's purpose?

EXERCISES ;FOR STUDY

Exercise 1 Bow- has the author advantocibizi idea through the structure
of his sentences?
1.- What lirthe subject in the first-sentence? What is the function

Otthislentente?
2. Hove-doesthe negative in the second-sentence advance the idea?

Whig try:ordain it refer to the first sentence?
34 What-nevi', subject does thethirtsentence introduce? How does

this sentence, expand-the. ideas :set-forth in the first two sentences?
4. The-fifth. sentence is a Co bylaw-structure of 65 words. Is it easy

to ete" Zvi' did The author break it in two? Are both halves
complete sentences? Are they grammatically parallel?

5. How does the author link the last sentence of the first paragraph
with the first sentence of the SeCond.paragraph?

6. 'HOW does Parringtcn make the phrade, "a certain gift of pungent
phrase" more concrete?

ste With What concrete wordi- dOegi hlidevelop the statement, "the

least imposing of military heroes ? How soon after this sentence

does he repeat the idea? In what words?

Exercise 2 How has the author used specific words to carry his idea

1, What do these words mean:
epaulets plebeian

popinjays stolid

veracious ., fatalism
Can you guess the meaning of any unfamiliar words from the way
the author uses them? Check with the dictionary to be sure you

have guessed correctly; look up all the words you cannot define

from the context,
2. Are these words "factual, " or do they express the author's

opinions?
3. Find at least six different words and phrases other than "hero"

which the author uses to stand for General Grant. Find at least

five that stand for people.
4. How many times do the words "hero" and "military" appear?

What is the purpose of this repetition?
5. Find two places where the author uses a part of the General's

uniform, to stand for the whole uniform. Why do you suppose he
does this?

6. In the .second sentence the author uses the term "gold stars"

in two different but related senses. limy do the meanings differ?

7. The Connecting word "but" frequently Means that a contradictory
idea is going to follow. In the sentence beginning "Vicksburg

did much for his reputation. " does "but" introduce a contra-

dici_tonf If not, why do you its* the author used "bui" Instead

Of "and"
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Lesson 2

.. _..'lit. Oingi01.11111. deficribed.ViAduct. of 4nierioan,folk hero- the
sodifer .1091404 out =doggeditfoi uncontitMonal surrender. Other

Men- 'iltniericat-have beentolk heroes too. Sevorsd almost
..A,... ,sigroup_widely admired by writers,

:.,:1#0,0419i-, OW14.4=9*OMPOrAtiew--the Mountain Man.0!, c aus; opened it to settlement.
Write0.- the feats of these men as heroic, but perhaps
To; - elf. Here is an account by a modern
w.ritiii. Man, Tom Fitspatricir. It
he ik1832,' *lien Fitgifitiick and his associate iii the fur trade,
W Sublet* were expected to. meet at Pierre's Hole, Idaho.
Sublette and his pack train arrived first.

(For tett, see
DeXo; Houghton
1947i beginning on p.
to fit, Fitipattick..
whenhigi Companions

Wide_,maMi1$OU?i by Bernard
ston, Mas

74 with i'BUtnYkbleftewwithasexpecting,
to and ending on p.

found him. ")
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. DeVoto makes two :main comments about Fitzpatrick, one in the first
paragraph, one in the second. Can you find them? Where does he
repeat or restate these same ideas in the rest of the selection?
Are they opinion statements or fact statements? If they are opinion,
are they DeVotols opinion, or the opinion of Fitzpatrick's associates?
What evidence does DeVoto give to support each one?

2. What *- qualities of a hero did Fitzpatrick show in the events the author
recounts? . What evidence can you find to support the characteristics
you have identified?

3. In the second sentence of paragraph 2, the author describes the
country through which Fitzpatrick was traveling. To what does he
compare it? Is this an appropriate comparison? What does he mean
by the country was more hostile than the Indians"?

4. In the same pamgraph, the author says, "He was taking a long and
calculated and justified chance when he rode out alone from Bill
Sublette's train. . . What evidence does he offer that the chance
was justified? Does he convince you?

5. Where does he give details that enlarge the meaning of "a momentary
inattention or a little bad luck could press the trigger"?

6. How is this selection arranged? That is, according to what principle
Or kind of order? At what point do you learn whether Fitzpatrick got

got back safely? Why do you suppose the author tells you so early?
Why doesn't he let you wonder whether the hero will escape as you
read about the danger from Indians? Why does he give so much
detail about the Indians? About the countryside?

7. What is the purpose of paragraph 2? Flow does it advance the idea?

EXERCISES

Exercise' How do the sentences advance the idea?

I. In paragraph 3 the sentence in parentheses gives details that enlarge
upon one word in the preceding sentence by making the idea more
concrete. Write down the word that these details explain.

2. The author uses the same principle in other seritences. In paragraph
4, write down the words that expand the word "overland" with details.

30 In the last paragraph does the author expand "with Indians
nosing-all round him"?' rite the words. In the next sentence,
what words expand "tried again"?

4:, Most of these expansions extend.the predicate; but in paragraph 1,
read the 1st :sentence darefully., Is the predicate enlarged here,
or the subject? ,'What= does. the author 'achieve by, this arrangement?
Can yOu find two., other sentences in which the subject. is expanded?

5. In paragraph 6,, howi.does;the;author expand "a man like Fitzpatrick
was never lost.forvertiong,P.7.1s all the.expansion in the same
sentence?
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Exercise 2 How does the selection. of words help the purpose?

Using your dictionary, define the following words. If you can
guess the meaning from the context, use the dictionary to check
Your flue's:

In paragraph 5i
gesticulation
efficacious
coups

In paragraph 6:
propitiated
possible.

empirical
liturgical rationale

carrion

Are any of these words unique to the time and place the author
is describing?

2. To what two creatures does the author compare the Indians?
Are the comparisons appropriate? Why?

3. What determiners does the author use in paragraph 5 when he
describes the actions of the Indians? Where does he make a
complete generalization? How do the determiners help him
make his point clear?

Lesson 3

You have read about two different heroes, both from earlier times.
In our own day, one of the most widely known and greatly admired men
is Albert Schweitzer - -a hero to many people, but a different kind of hero
from Grant or Fitzpatrick. Here is a modern writer's comment about
Schweitzer and his work:

(For text, see "Albert Schweitzer: Reverence for Life" by
Louis Untermeyer in %re of tja Modern Simon
& Schuster, New York, I955; beginning on p--.--500 with
"Albert Schweitzer, one of the saintliest figures. " and
ending on p. ,505 with 1% dependent upon him in Africa. ")

QUESTIONS- FOR DISCUSSION

1. In order to understand this selection, you will need to make sure
you know the meaning of words and phrases unfamiliar to you.
a. Who was St.- Frans of Assisi? Why does the author think

Schweitzer was like him? Who was Van Gogh?
-b. Using your dictionary-find the meaning of these words in the

context they appear in:
-veneraticitt,(partpaph 1) precocious (paragraph 4)
corolltrylpataigriph="2).. historibitylparligraph 6)

ipatittritph' $) (iikragiVh 6)
rentoitstrittiOnaltiarsigr-Ph 4) rerttti le (paragraph 9)

c. In paragraph 10, Untermeyer uses the phrase, "Self-styled
idealist, " How does he explain its meaning? What does
Schweitzer
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mean by the "spirit of thoughtlessness" against which men should
revolt?

2. How effective is the title of this selection for giving you a clue to
the Ideas the author develops abOut.Schweitzer? *How did Schweitzer's
actions- demonstrate "reverence for life"?

3. Iiithe-firstsentence ortheselection and i, the last paragraph can
you find two phraset that might be-keys to the main idea Untermwer.
develops? What are the two phrases? Do they have the same mestning?
Can you make a sentence that ekpresses the central idea of the cony?

4. What characteristics of Schweitzer does the author point out? What
evidence does he offer to support each characteristic? How is this
material related-to the key phrases you have identified?

5. Would you describe Schweitzer as a folk hero? Why, or why not?

3. Why does the author include the discussion of Schweitzer's musical
ability? Why does he mention it first?

7. What pattern has the author used in organizing this selection? Does
he follow it strictly, or does he depart from it at any point? If so, why?

8: How does the author use Schweitzer's own words to support the points
he is making? How effective is this device?

or;

9. The statements about Schweitzer are often opinions. Are they Unter-
meyer's alone? Does he offer any evidence that other people agree?

4*

10. How does the concluding paragraph further the author's purpose?

EXERCISES

Exercise 1 How does the sentence structure help the purpose?

1. In each of the four final sentences in paragraph 10, find the subject
of the main clause. To what do all these subjects refer?

2. In the last two selections you observed that the authors frequently
enlarged a general idea or word with concrete details. Can you
find any sentences in this selectionwhere Unterraeyer uses the
same principle?

Exerqise 2
Make a list of those characteristics of a hero that you see in Schweit-
zer as Untermeyer describes him.

PREPARATION FOR 7R1'LING ASSIGNMENT

You have read about three differ A-lit hermit, and you have observed
why each one seemed heroic io the lE,.-Z.41:43r and lz4 the people of his-own time.
Now can you pat together the observations you have made and draw some
general conclusioni aboutlhe characteristics of a hero? What qualities



must a man or woman have to be a hero? Start by making a list of.the
characteristics these three authors pointed out in the men they admired.

Look over this list, and see whether you would add to it. Perhaps
these questions will help you:

l'fiUsta hero have- all the qualities on your lis.t.? . .

Are there any qualities he must have? Can any one quality justify
calling a man a hero? Is more than bne quality necessary?

Does a hero always have to win? Have there been heroes who served
a lost cause?

Is there a difference between a conventional and a folk hero?
If so, what is it? Is any quality necessary to both?

Can you think of a man or woman whom you would .,all a hero? Your
teacher will ask the class to suggest names of commonly accepted national
or international heroes. You may- have a "Special ha of your own whom you
admire' even though he (or she) is less well known than others named.
If your class were making its own Hall of Fame, whom would you. nominate
to be included? Think of the men and women, living or dead, whom
you admire, and select one you would like to present to the class as a
candidate for your Hall of Fame. Your teacher will ask you to prepare
a paper to show why your selected nominee qualifies as a hero and deserves
to be included.

In making your selection, what will you need to consider? How much
will you need to know about the life of the man for woman) you choose?
What will you need to know about his achievements, the kind of obstacles
he overcame, his character? If he is not living, what will you need to
know about his times? Will it help to know why other people admired
him? Do the events of his times have anything to do with his becoming
a hero?

WRITING ASSIGNMENT

1. When you have chosen your subject you are ready to consider how
best to present your hero so that your readers will see him as you
do, . How can you make him come alive for your audience? Can you
tell'everythintyou know. about him,, _ or will you need to limit your.
treatment? 'HO" will you decide what is important and must be included?
Should you tell your readere.What you think and feel? Wilk stating
yOuis ciiii.nAmi be Onougb or will you need-to describe characteristics
and actiO4-0 your hero that Might lead the readers to the same
conclusions you reached? DO yoti'need to describe his childhood?
Will you need-to talk about his. education, his family, his hobbies?
Ham will ,yOu decide-what actions axd qualities to chbose?-

M ,

Can you tend a' central idea On which you can focus? 'DO you 'want to
0,0tiSide;;.a,Single characteristic of your hero--hiei inventiveness,
his ieet--fOr knOWledge, his desire to help others or bring about
isiatorms;hisdeterrainatignto succeed. in spite of obStacies?
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See if you can sum up your idea in one sentence that gives your main
reasons for admiring your hero, You may not want to use the sentence
in your paper, but framing it will help you find a pattern for devel-
oping your. idea.

What plan will best help you to support your statement? Can you
illustrate a -single character quality with a series of incidents?
Woad it be better for your purpose to select a crisis-or a single
action of your hero that reveals several traits of .character? You
may want to try out several plans and then choose the best one.

Before you begin to write, ask your teacher to approve of your
candidate, your statement of the main idea, and your general plan
of development.

3. Now you are ready to write. How can you begin the paper? Do you
want to give the name.of your hero at once, or would it be more
effective to withhold it and build up suspense till the climax of your
paper? How can you make the reader expect something to follow that
he will want to find *out about? Can you begin with a.coMment, as
two of these writers did ? Could you start with an incident and then
show what it means? Would it be better to start with the setting
to create a picture of the times that produced the hero? How can you
decide? Should you think about your main purpose?

As you develop the paper, remember your readers may not know as
much about your subject as you do. What will you need to tallilthem?
What details are best to explain why you feel ss you do? How can you
best support your opinion of your hero?

When you are ready to end your paper, think a moment about the most
'effective way to conclude. If you stop suddenly, what will the result
be for the reader? What possibilities does your material give you
for concluding with a point for the reader to remember? If the subject
is still living, can you make any prediction about his future? If
he is not living, can you suggest what his achievements have meant
.to the world, or why he can still be admired? Can ycm use a quotation
'from-the man himself, as Untermeyer frequently has in his selection? .

Would you serve your purpose by restating your main idea?

44 When you have finished your draft of the paper, read it over care-
fully to make sure you have used-the words and phrases you meant
to choose. Check to see whether your punctuation helps the reader
to follow your thought. On reflection you may decide to change some
words for better, more precise description. Think back over the
models you read, and the effective words the authors used.

When the papers are turned in, your teacher may ask you to read
your paper to the class; perhaps after the group has heard several papers,
or all of them you may select a Hall of Fame. Or perhaps your teacher
will ask you to work in small groups and select one or two papers from
each group to be read aloud.

EP
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In this unit we have reviewed several principles that are not unfamiliar
to you but need to be recalled, Here are some of the principles cif mana-
ging ideas that we have reviewed:

1. We can derive generalizations from details and instgieces, .

.2. -When we make general statements, particularly when they express
opinions, we should support them with evidence the reader. can
accept.

3. Our purpose-determines the selection of materials and the pattern
of development.-

4. Ideas can be woven together by repeated words, reference words,
and connectives.

5. Effective writing creates an expectation in the reader and then
satisfies it.

8. Sentence structure can help the process of making general state-
ments concrete.

These principles can also be translated into standardi, or questions
by which you can evaluate your own -work or the work of others. You may
use these standards to see how well you have done what you intended to
do.

1. Does the man or woman selected qualify as a hero?
2. Is the stabjept sufficiently limited?
3, Is the purpoee clear?
4. Does the central idea arouse interest? Is it suggested in the title?

Is it stated or implied in the beginning, throughout the paper,
and at the end?

5, Is the central idea adequately supported?
6. Is it developed in an orderly way? Does the writer create and

satiefy an expectation in the 7.-.eader?
7. Is the 311,nguage clear? Does it suit the subject and the purpose?
8. Does the paper begin and end eZtectively?

-etsegge
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,One of the qualities that sets people off .from animals
is the.aWity to niake comparisons, to see that two things
are alike; or-alike in some Ways. In this unit you are going
to examine some special kinds of comparisons that are partici!'
ularly-itilp:Ortant in our thinking processes.

Lesson

If.you heard a child say, "The clouds are crying, " would
you think that he really meant someone had made the clouds
unhappy and they were expressing their grief .in tears? When
you read that Washington was the Father of his Country, or
that someone sees, With hit mind's eye, you certainly don't
think of all Americans as real children, of Washington, or see.
a real eye with an eyeball, a pupil,. And,an iris inside the brain.
How do you understand these phrases When you know that they
cannot mean literally what they say?

-In statements like these, both the writer and the reader
(or the 'speaker and the listener) are doing a special kind of
thinking with a special use of language that is called figurative
or described by the general term metaphor. You have already
defined this word in your literature lessons; you know that it.
means a comparison of two things that are not really alike
except in certain specific qualities. You know too that
nleflphor has two meanings. It 'tray mean specifically an
iint,lied comparison as 4:Estinct from a simile; ( metaphor:
"Re was a lion in battle"; smile: "He was like a lion in battle. ")
or it may have the more general meaning of any figurative
comparison. The general meaning is the one used in this
unit, because it describes the kind, of thinking people do in
comparing unlike things. When the child says that clouds are
crying, what is he actually comparing? When he sees water-

coming out Of the clouds, what does he select from his own
experience to explain the prcicess?

EXERCISES

Exercise 1: Here are some familiar metaphors. In each of
the plrasesi decide what- is actually beidg,.compared:

face of the sun legs of a chair

teeth of a comb hands of a clock

t

shoUlder of
ia road

mouth of a
river

VAIt.-it. the basis of the comparison in these phrases- form?
shape? acti.010 usel position?
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Try to replice the ru-etaphori(falAvord in each phrase with a
litekti--Vititad, What .does this tell you about. the Usefulness
Of inetiphOri-Cal expressions?

'Exertilie4t All "of theselispressior* are=compariaons to
parts of the body. See if you can think of other figurative
phribeti that Mention parts of the 'body., Make-a list of all
you can think of in five mind..:. Don't ft.4.get the word hod
itself, When -Tom have finished, compare the lists.

Metaphor is so indispensably a part of language that
people do.rwttlWays reined a comparison is being made.
Phrases like "head of lettuce, " ticked of dust, " or 'vile
up trouble" are so natural that theycorn like literal meanings.
Many:of the single words in English are basically metaphors,
but the figure is so embedded that the original meaning is lost.
The Word recodioUtir for -example, domes from the prefix Et
meaning efore an coc meaning "cooked. "

Exercise 3 :. Here are some common -words you know and use.
Look up -thederivation of each one in the dictionary and see if
you can rind a metaphor:

1. maudlin 4. balloon "

2. gospel 3, depend

3. pulverize 6. sophomore

Exercide-4: You can now discover for yourself how frequently
people metaphor in expressing themselves. Make a list of
metaphorical expressions you hear or read during the next
few digs, Check the ones-yo consider eapeciallyinteresting
or effective; and reCOrdi*here you found each item in the list.
Be prepared to report to the class on the metaphors you have
found. Consider, for instance, whether some people use
metaphor frequently, and whether the metaphors you hear spoken
aro.different in any way from the metaphors you read.

The use of metaphorianatural in-,our-language, as you
have Been, and -it serves--avitrposit llterallangtiage cannot serve.
If You Say.40,a--friend, -"Locket June and Ann in their yellow
Aree*SS,',"" end your Itierid::says;,--!?Theyelook like daffodils: "
'yOUrtritifid447'using *metaphor :that prObabty began with a
similarity of color, but conveys a sense of prettiness and fresh-
netielhatzliteritlIsibeildi'llould not express so well. The coin-
parison in daffodils sums up an impression and calls forth the
reiderlitatiOdtitiOtte<withithetWdedlo auggegitqualities _that
girls and flowers. share. Metaphor is natural because it comes

-'froriViSsotiittiOti-Iirideas;

. t.s

<7;
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Metaphor can be expresse4, mniaticallyirith or without words that
14104 Aga, inore,like show
':that each ofdfolibiting

la The frightalled lagotS.ranlike .startled_ cl*er Along the forest path.

2. Doe .8w4rns more like waterlog, then a seal.

3: Filth Avenue itrIgeW York tie of the Grand CM ion.

4. kepple are 1*.e bees; if yoi handle that rdughl:y*-- either you or
they Will got -hitt, IToIbtOy)

5. Old Tojo was as dependable and responsive as a well-trained
elephant.

6. Sitting there on the stage, Robert Frost looked like a kindly old
eagle.

Exercise: An analysis of these six sentences will show you that the compari-
son operates graininittitalV and determines the meaning of the sentence..
In sentences 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6, finti the verb to which the metaphoricalphrase attaches. List it and the Signal of cOniparison, then the metaphor
itself in this manner:

1. Verb

ran

Metaphorical
2f. Comparison, Expression

like a startled deer
Sentente 3 does not lend itself to this kind of analysis. What is the signalword In this sentence?

Another kind of analysis wil./.help yOu .chart the qualities that really
make The comparison. Indicate the subject of the sentence, the animal to
which it is compared, and the qualities that call forth the comparison. Hereis an example:

I. Subject Animal Qualities

boys deer aiertneas, fleetness
isiataphpr can. he:. ex:Pressed in various grammatical fOrins. It can

be cola In a tiOup:,,..0e4a0. ,f400 of a .fegOW.4 It Canappear ina verf#' Ite;st -4 tan- be an adjeCtive: .heaVetily
music; '`or-ti-n--a- er : applauded thtinderously. In each of these sentences,
what kind of- word. exprestiecl_the nletaphor::

1. The birch is a lady tree.

2. The tag th6se' iniVeriolui tit great style.
3. In 'the axe far from port.

4. He catapulted out the door as soon.as. the bell rang.

1
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In.the new ocean of space the astronauta are far from port.
. _;:--, r -

4, lir-catapulted out the dOor as se-On as-the bell rang.

OrAlltutaknawereddrostilrgiet shel-wou4tnot toe
-* - 7 -3.-- - -r

IfOitt:Otev; PrObabIrthelliasistrarommaticaloatern,to
exiSerlment within metaphor is the sentence that Uses likA or-as.
Now tip t`--lhanditCocostructint isoni*--metapbaislotyour own.
Stoll yoircon-.4iiimpleteAhilo,lkrsintsetiteinces: with com*
pirisoiN teptcr4virOid-tho more shopworn-onecc. (Usgraiseparate
theetoripapor,-F:, Do not write in this book.)

I. Thet-oceimctodayle .

2, trIolimmusic4s like. ,-
3. He was luierras 4

4, MAYON iquietluL .

1, We-retorted out tar happily-as. .

e

c_LLJ:wr, Avatr-rvig

Sometime in your life you must have looked at a picture
or setnrcPlace-thaVoye lyowastrong-feeling,imeasinees-,
fear), disgust, excitement, delight, _or-some other. such
feeling,f*---Sefityittn---con exploinin a paper what you saw and
how it made you feel. Use metaphorical expressions to help
conutunicatethe "feel" of lour reaction.

Leeson 2

Itoilr'-* People We: metaphorin-making ideas expressive'?
What do such comparisons accomplish--what purposes do they
serve? Theibesttolanswerthesequestions is to look at
metaphors and see what is happening in the statements they .

Ribatrefally4tholdollowihrsentences-andtryste,--decide
what purpose the-metaphors. serve:

1. ThcheiriAvorkirlike !a:puny-Ali% sent blood through the
body,t

2. qpiliopiecoASotte 'pigeonholed notiyinto categories-,
40.1'

3. thatetateMent is toad for thought.

A



4. Her eyes closed like shutters,

Thetreisstood rigidly in-rows, like soldiers at -attention,
ilow-woUld.you say these metaphors are used? How do they helpyou -grasp the: writer's meaning? Do they persuade you? Do theymakeyot-AdOpt,an attitude?' '.-014-;do-.they Chiefly describe and
makeitlear4that-lhe2authorisittrying you?

lic119*-01. inother'grOup Ottietiiphorical Statements..le-thspurtiosethe limelferC,origit i.differetit? Haas anypurpoita beer added=iidciiheite-coittpatilliniii. dei anythinithe firstgroup did not do?

1. Morning wiped up the frost as with a sponge.
2. He watt a gray old ruin of a man.

3. Uncle Ned to as tight as the bark on a tree.
4. His ,face was a map of all the places he had seen.
5. His heart stood still like a frozen waterfall. (Lowell)
64 -,New truth marries old opinion to new fact.

Do these metaphors do more than explain and clarify? 'Vir.nrwould you say they also do?

Metaphor can be put thanother use. In the sentences thatfollow what effect do the comparisons have that you did notfind in the preceding examples?

1. It was a black deed.

2. _A mighty fortress ie our .God.

3. He wolfed down his' food.

4. My love is like a red, red rose.
.5. They were tlie dregs of humanity.

B. -4het '46U-titre-like the Chaff-that thiwind.bloweth aivay,
14 Wererapt to ehut, OUr ate, atoutit paintd truth, and

liStent0 the long cif it tiartheirsint fornis, ud into
$1 beastisTa7:5,-757:

kethose metaphors, the author is clarifying and emphasisinghis point; but he is also doing something else. Can you see whatsf:
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it istitLook Carefully at the metaphoric words; what kind of
associations do they have? Are they informative words or
opiniotrizstating.wordall:' Does this question help you see a
purpose?

'a 12:1 t'f

Some metaphorical comparisons are so frequently used and
seembaturalf-to so many people that they come to represent an
idea,: almost to stand for it. This kind of metaphor relay becalled aL rAf-rfu think'a moment, you can find many ex-
amples äf1iâiUtr .aymbols expressed in metaphor. For
example,-wlattmight*adh-Of the &flowing be utedrasia,symbol of?

7

light- a torch

the sea a tiger:.

a storm a lamb

blowing out a candle a journey

a river an.- oak tree

r
"I

Now try symbols from the other end. What might you use to
symbblisev

emotional distress starting a new enterprise

death knowledge or understanding

peace ignorance

aspiration justice

Exercise: .Ses.if you can fintand bring to class an-example from
your reading:of eackusaiof metaphor that you have justotudied--
one that is used id-explain; one that describe*: :wad emphasises,
onethat ltakes:an evaluation,. trod one that taused as a symbol.
Label each 'example- carefully.

.

Problems in Metaphor
4'

;'As youltave:seen,j.:InetaphOriC 'language can be extremely
effective in conveying ideas, but like every other kind of language :
use it.hearits:-:dangeraloo- A'Metaphorietivbeto0 popular, for
examPletiAdukbeAsomuch used that it becomes commonplace
and loses. almoit all its meaning. Here are a few examples of
such trittmetaphors:ve

b4icItiot,tinicx 2 . .

,

deifies a ciocitilail

quick as a wink
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fait aa`a'oI :=.

*CO-al-S*4 cucumber =

Iiiiip'aea diehrte

--plaittati.sin old shoe -

talks a blue iitreak
, ,

.

Ferhiip you can add: to the MA: Yodittay*Eattto'Add some
mettp#60 used -earlier in this fOrthought;."
fOr'eitainPle.

A second problem is related to triteness. See if you can
identify the trouble in these sentences:

1.. She swam up the ladder of success.

2. Let's take someconcrete steps that we can get our teeth
into.

S. When te said she ate likes horse he really hit the bull's
eye.

4. No Man can climb the ladder- of success unleits he keeps
his.ighoulder to the wheel and his nose to the grincisime.

5. Every spark of imagination in children should be watered
and made to grow:

You can see in these examples that When trite metaphors are
mixed together the meaning ceases to be clear. What Would
h4pen-to teeth if the suggestion in sentence 2 were taken.?
Can you imagine-the pOsition a man would have to hOld as
sentence 4 desdribee him? The figures together create an
impossible mental picture. Sentence 5 is even worse, What
would happen to a spark if you tried to water it? These are called
mixed Metaphors;

Another difft.culty with metaphor is illustrated in the
f011OwIng-seittences. Can you tell What it is?

a, The7 it art -vitt* sprinkled-across the sky' like salt on
boiled potatoes.

^

2. Her eyes glowed in the dark like two full moons.

Obi** rere saes through the tallahll m000susnyittrees,

' lg V
they

;



Do these 'comparisons seem to you to help or interfere
with the conveying ofthe. writer's meaning? Consider the
connotations of the metaphor In each one. Does the picture
of salt on boiled potatoes do: justice to 'stars? Would any
girl like- the. thought of having eyes. like two full moons ? In
each:of these. coznparisono, one *hint of likeness. is clear,
and you. .can see perhaps whr.the-idea would suggest itself
to the-writer; but the metaphor brings- in Other associations
that do not fit the real idea. In sentence -3, sneakin does
Suggest the silent filtering of light throUgh trees, titbut alkio
suggests a furtive movement .that sunbeams would not
naturally make. Hit also suggests more than just touching
the ground; it image force that sunbeams would not have.

ASSIG?tMENT FOR WRITING

Find in your reading an example of metaphor that you
think is effective. Explain in a brief paper how the metaphor

. is used--whether it clarifies or emphasizes (or both) or
makes a judgment-..and why you think it is effective. Then
find a metaphor you think is not effective, and explain why
it does not accomplish its purpose. You might try reading
the letters to the editor in your local paper or in a magazine;
many people have difficulty with metaphor when they try to
express ideas.

Lesson 3

Another important form of comparison is used to show
how something works. It is called analogy, and it represents
an essential kind of thinking because it helps in explaining
a complicated idea. We often understand something more easily
if we CM see what it is like.

Some analogies are also metaphors, but analogy can beliteral, If you explain to your. classmates that a school in the
next town successfully puts out a student magazine and that
your school is so much like the school in the next town that
you, too, could publish a student magazine, you are using
a literal analgy to make your points If you have studied fables
and parables in literature, you can probably see that they are
a form of analgy. Fables, for example, suggest that what is
true of.aninals is also true of people.

Like metaphor, snaky can be-put to' various uses. We will
examine only two of the most common, but as you read you will
find analogy in both, poetry andiprose used for-many purposes.
In the selection that follovis,: see if you can tell how the author
is using an analogy to-achieve t purpose,.'
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Reid not to contradict and confute, nor to
believe and take for granted, _Apr. to talk and
discourse, but to weigh and consider. Some
books are to be tasted, - others to be swallowed,
and some few to be dandand digested; that is,
some, books are--to be read only -in- parts, others
to be read but not curiously, Cwith close
attention) and some few- to be read-wholly, and
with diligence and-attention. Some books also
may be read by deputy, My ant: assistann
and extracts made. of -them by others; but knit
would be only in the less important arguments
and. the meaner Ups worthwhile sort of books;
else distilled books arke common distilled
waters, flashy aastele things. Reading
maketh a full man; conference a ready zns%
and writing an exact man. (From Francis Bacor
"Of:. Studies")

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. What is the etiology in this famous paragraph? In which
sentence is it expressed fully?

2. If this description is good, you should be able to illustrate
the point with books from your Own reading. See if you can
think of an example for each type of book Bacon mentions.

3. What is the purpose of this analOgy? Think about the
purposes you identified for metaphor.

4. Is this analogy figurative or literal? How effective is it?

5. How do the words "Reading maketh a full man" fit the
analogy?

Here is another famous analogy, written by John Donne
in one of his Meditations. See whether you think the purpose
is the same:-

The church is catholic,* universal, so are
all her actions; all that she does belongs. to alb...
And when she buries -a, man, that action - concerns
me: all mankind is of one author,, and is. one
volume; when-one man Ates, one chapter is not
torn out of the book, hut,translated,into a, better
language; and:every chapter must be so trans-
leited; god employs...severalliazislators;_ some
pieces are translated * age, some_. by sickness,
some by war, some by justice; but Codes hand
is in every translation, and his hand shall bind
up our scattered leaves again for that library
where every book shall lie open to one another.

*"Catharairin this sense simply means "all-eznbraciing. "
It refers to the Christian church in general, not just to one
dedomination (Roman Catholic).
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION .

4.

I. What is the analogy. in this passage? What are the books?
the chapters? Who are the translators? What is the
library?. What point is Donne making in the analogy?

2. Is Donne's purpose the same as Bacon's? The subjects
are different, but does the analogy in etch serve the same
use? Are the authors simply describing and explaining, or
are they trying to persuade?

3. How effectively does Donne's analogy make the point?

Sometimes analogies are used with a more urgent
puiSpose. In the following paragraphs from Thomas Henry
Huxley's speech on "A Liberal Education, " see whether you
think he is using analogy a little differently:

Suppose it were perfectly certain that the
life and fortune of every one of us would, one
day or other, depend upon his winning or losing
a game of chess. Don't you think that we should
all consider it to be a primary duty to learn at
least the names and the moves of the pieces; to
have a notion of a gambit, and a keen eye for all
the means of giving and getting out of check? Do
you not think that we should look with a disapprobation
amounting to scorn, upon the father who allowed
his son, or the state which allowed its members, to
grow up without knowing a pawn from a knight?

Yet it is a very plain and elementary truth
that the life, the fortune, and the happiness of
every one of ups and, more or less, of those
who are connected with us, do depend upon our
knowing something of the rules of a game
infinitely more difficult and complicated than chess.
It is a game which has been played for untoldlages,
every man and woman of us being one of the two
players in a game of his or her own. The chess-
board is the world, the pieces are the phenomena
of the universe, the rules of the game are what
we call the laws of Nature. The player on the
btber side is hidden from us. We know that his
play is always fair, just, and patient, But also
we know, to our coat, that he never overlooks a
mistake, or makes the smallest allowance for
ignorance. To man who plays well, the highest
stakes are paid, with that sort de overflowing
generosity with which the strong shows delight in



strength. And one who plays ill is checkmated--
yrithout-histe, but without remorse. .

Well, *bit I mean by EduCitiOn is learning the
rules of this- niightygidne. In Other *porde', education
is the instruCtion-Of the intellect in the laws -of Nature.
under Width bible I include not merely things and their
forcea, but Men and their Ways; and the fiShinning-of
the affections EthotiOnE and of the will into an earnest
and loVing deairve to move in hartiiny with those laws.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

L What is the analogy in this passage? How effective do you
think it is?

2. What i Huxley's purpose? Is he doing more than explaining?
What is he trying to accomplish? Where does Huxley make his
aimplain?

3. Even without knowfng the game of chess thoroughly, can you
follow Huxley's moaning? What do you think he means by the
player who is hidden from us?

4. Can you form any conclusions about what makes an analogy
effective?

One of the most famous speeches in American history is
that of Patrick Henry in the Viqlksia Haws of Burgesses in 1775.
In the excerpt that follows, can you see the controlling analogy
Henry is using?

I ask, gentlemen, sir, what means this martial
array, if its purpose be not to force us to submission?
Can gentlemen assign. any other possible motive for it?
Has Great Britain any enemy, In this quarter of the
world, to can for *is accumulation of navies and armies?
No, Air, she hatunone; They are meant for us;
they can be for no other. They are sent over to
bind 04 rivet. Upon us those chains which the. British
ministry have been so long fOrgig. And what have
we to-Oppose to them? Shall we trrarguMenit? Sir, v..
welialie been trying that for the laaittett years: Have
we-A.40M* tie* td offer oti the-Subject? 'bk4hing. We
haVelield.the-SUbject *vitt ifiery-light of which-it Ii
capableci,bdt it silrbeen. in 'WAIL Sir, we have done
eVerythhig that court be dOni; to avert the stOrm that
is lib* ,cThere is no longer any room
for hope.. If we wish to be free--if we mean to
pretter*eiolitte these fitegitirriablit privileges for

110, Icintoontenditigw-if- We-mean
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not,basei.y.to do the noble struggle in which
we have 'been:8004 engaged, andwhichie have
pledged oz to abindotuntil the gkIrieus
obit ct-ofour..eonteist Shall ht obtained, we must fight!
I repett.it, sir, we must fight; . ,The battle, ,sir,
is not"-tothettioncalOne;:itiS to the vigilant, the
active, t brave. BeSidesS Sirs acre luefre no election
-CaiOicn. If *e weretesteenouth_tO- desire it, it is

nOW toiate -to retire from the contest , There is no
retreat, but in submission an d slavery. Our chains
are forged! 'Their clanking may be heard on the plains
of Boston I The War it inevitable -'and let it Come!
I repeat it sir, let it come!

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. What analostv to Patrick Henry using in this part of the speech?
Where does he state it?

2. How would you say Henry is using analogy in this speech? Is
his purpose the same as Huxley's?

3. How effective is the analogy for the purpose? How do the
connotations W:k this word up in your dictionaiJ of the words
contribute to effectiveness?

Another famous though less dramatic analogy was written
by Benjamin Franklin in one of his letters. As you read it, try to
determine what his purpose is in using the analogy.

When I was a child of seven years old, my
friends, on a holiday, filled my pocket, with coppers.
I went directly to a shop Where they sold toys for
children; andsbeing charmed with the-sound of a
whistle; that I met by the way in the hands of
ens- ouslgi boy, I voluntarily Offered and-gasie all my
Money- for one, then came home, and went whistling
all over the house, much pleased- with my whistle, but
disturbing ',lithe family. My-brothers, and sisters,
and cOutinS, understanding the bargain-I had made,
told pie 1-hadiven four dines as Much.for it as it
was worth; put me in mind what good things I might
have bought with the rest of the MO-tot and laughed
at me so- much for- illy folly, that I tried with vexation;
and the'reftotion give me more chagrin than the
ierhia#e.gai/a Brie tiletkare.:.

This however was Alter rArda of use to me, the
impraosion continuing in my mind; so that often, when



was tempted to buy some unnecessary thing, I
said to myself, Don't igys too much for the
*hi title; and I savirmy Maley,

As I grew up, came into the world, and ob-
served the actions of men, I thought I met with
-many, very many, who att too much for the
whistle.

When I saw one too ambitious of court favour,
sacrificing hie time in attendance on levees, his
repose, his lillerty, his virtue, and perhaps his
friends, to attain it, I have said to myself, IVA
man iIves too much for liiirwhistle.

When I saw another fond of popularity, con-
stantly employing himself in political bustles,
neglecting his own affairs, and ruining them .

by that neglect, He an, indeed, said I, too
much for his whIlle.

If I knew a miser, who gave up every%kind
of comfortable living, all.the pleasure of thing
good to others, all the esteem of his fellow-citizens,
and the joys of benevolent friendship for the sake
of accumulating wealth, Poor ELL% said I, you
too much for var whistle.

When I met with a man of pleasure, sacrificing
every laudable improvement of the mind, or of his
fortune, to mere corporeal sensations, and ruining
his health in their pursuit, Mistaken man, said I,

oouuu are providing for yout va1717iiiiiiad of
WasTzFe; much for mrlaiThle.

If I see one fond of appearance, or fine clothess
fine houses, fine furniture, 'fine equipages, all strove
his fortune, for whiah. he contracts debts, and ends
his career in a prison, Alas! say I, he has aid dear,
z2,4 dejsur for his whisfre7

When I see a beautiful, sweet-tempered girl married
to an ill-natured brute of a husband, WWII Eitz. say T.
that she should, ez so mith for a whisk'.

In short, I conceive that great part of the miseries
of mankind are brought upnn them by the false estimates
Ow-have made of the value of,things, and by their

ivy tOos Much fOr their Whiatleat.
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QUESTIONS FOR .DISCUSSION

I. It Franklin using his analogy chiefly to explain or to _persuade?

2. You may find:some unfamiliar words, in this Selection. Make
sure you. can define levees, miameb and any other
words you do not know.

3.* Franklin repeats his phrase about the whistle many times in
the passage. How does he try to keep it from becoming monotonous?

4. Is this analogy literal or figurative?

5. How effective is it for making the point?

EXERCISE.; You have read a series of analogies used for
ex ZP.REI and emphasizing a point, or for persuading. You
might like to see if you can identify an analogy yourself.
Find,an example of analogy used for either of the purposes you
have studied and bring it to class. Be prepared to read it to
the class and explain briefly why you think it is effective and
what the author's purpose is. Be sure to tell the class the
source of the analogy y0.1 use; make a note of the author's name
and the title of the work.

Problems in Analogy,

Later in the year, when you study the logical process
called deduct , you will examine the special problems of
using ogy reasoning. But you should already be aware
of some of the dangers of analogies when you begin to identify
them in your reading and thinking. Even small children make
analogies in their thinking, and sometlunes these analogies
lead them to faulty conclusions. When a small child says "I
eated a cookie, " he is making a mistake in his verb because
he is reasoning by analogy that since verbs usually form the
past tense by addi ng ed the verb eat does too.

One of the purposes of analogs, as you have seen, is to
explain. Often an unfamiliar process can be clearly explained
by drawing an analogy between it and a process that is familiar.
In science you may have understood the working of sound waves
or radio 'waves more easily when you teacher compared them
to the waves caused by a pebble dropped into a pool of water;
or you may have seen whit happens in an atomic reactron if
it has been compared to a series of mousetraps going off on a
table. The possible danger in this kind of analogy is that the
'Utilise comparison may not be familiar enough. If a scientist
tries to explain the analogue computor by comparing it to the'
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speedometer M an automobile, the analogy is effective only for
people who know how a speedometer

An even more familiar danger is that the two things. compared
May not really be alike, or not enough alike to justify the
comparison. If you try to argue for, example, that the honor
system practiced- at the Ait Force Academy should be adopted
in your school, someone could properly object that the Academy
is not really like your school; the students are highly selected,
they are older, they are living under military discipline, and
the whole school situation is different.

ASSIGNMENT FOR WRITING

You should be able now to see the possibilities of
analogy in making a point clear or emphatic, or in persuading
someone else to accept an idea. You can learn from trying to
construct an analogy yourself. Select one of the following
assignments, and work it out in a paper:

I. Use an analogy to explain how some machine, such as a -WA
of a car, works.

2. Describe one of your favorite lie ces of music so that a deaf
person could understand how it sounds to you.

3. Describe your favorite picture for someone wino is blind.

4. -Describe a football (or basketball) rooting section or a school
dance in a letter to a foreign student who has never seen these
games or an American school: dance.

.41/1/11
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LESSON I

Part One

In the ninth.gra.de you learned that the context in which a word appears
affects the meowing of the word; so we have to look carefully et the
context order to discover the inesuibtg whiCh the writer intended. You
also learned that although a word.bal a slidel..1ag ,1y different meaning in every
context, it *ill also_ have very admilar niesinings in many contests. And
because this is true, the dictionary maker, or lexicographer, is able to
gip -Emmy of these :similar meanings together and write one definition
for them.

We learned to understand, for instance, that the meanings of the word
foul in the following two sentences are similar enough that the lexicographer
;nu d probably use only one definition -to cover both of them.

On the edge of town is a foul-smelling garbage dump.
The apples bad been left so long in the warm attic that they were

a foul mass.

However, the meanings of the word in the following two sentences are
so different that the lexicographer would have to write a different definition
for each of them.

As the mountain Climber' struggled to reach the ledge, their
rope fouled on a rock.

Willy Mays hit a foul ball,

Most of the time when we encounter the word foul, its meaning will be
very similar t4) one of the twenty or twenty-firms meanings listed in a
collegiate dictionary. This is true because all of us learn the wore. by
hearing it in context, and when we use it ourselves, ft use it in contexts
similar to tbelanes we heard. As a reznit, the word is conventionally used
in certain ]dads of contexts and not in others. And if we use the word in a rw

context that is not similar to a context it has been used in before, the
person we axe talking to will tell us that we dot* know the mewling of the
word. For instance, if we say, "To bit a man when he isn't looking is
foul play,." wa will be using the word in the kind of context, in which it is
ordinarily! fised,and'we.vill be Understood. But if we say, "To run the
100-yard, degiviniess then ten second" if foul play, " we will be using the
word in an wsusual context, and we prdbably will not be understood.

When we -COMO- upon a word we don't understand, we look in the diction-
ary tolind 4,-, meaning that seems. to make sense in the context. But if we
remember that ,the dictionary definition is only a generilized approximation
of the meaning of the word in any particular context, we will look carefully
at the context to discover bow the meaning of the word in our context
differs from the gene;salised,dictiOnari definititei. Oftentimes, however,
we will be at least vaguely fainiliat with the meaning of the word because
we have seen it before ist. similar contexts, or because we have seen other
words that are litosely related to it, Then we (ID hot need to lOok in the
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diction,* we can look carefully at the contivxt and interpret the meaning
of the woiii,frop the .context alone. We probably do this by thinking of
their contexts In-in which we have heard the word, or words lite it, and com-
paring the new context with the old. ones.

In order to review the work you did in the ninth grade on interpreting
meaning from, contexts, _read William Shakespeare's poem about winter
from4ho play LoVels Labour's Lost. You have probably read the poem
before. If.ycra&v:Vtry to remember what rm.. learned then about the
meanings of the hard wordi.

When icicles hang by the wall,
And Dick the Shepherd blows his nail,

And Tom bears logs into the hall,
And milk comes frozen home in pail,

When blood is nipp'd and ways be foul,
Then -lightly sings the staring owl,

Tu-whit;
Tu-slixarnerry note,
While greasy Joan doth keel the pot.

When all aloud the wind doth blow,
And coughing drowns the parson's saw,

And birds sit brooding in the snow,
And Marian's nose looks red and raw,

When roasted crabs hiss in the bowl,
Then nightly gags the staring owl,

Tu-Whit;
Tu-vim xxxerry note, .

While greasy Joan doth keel the pot.

EXERCISE I

1. The word keel is an archaic dialect word, and you may not remember
what it means. If not, look it up in your dictionary, and see if you can
find a definition that will make sense in this context. If you can't, look in
a larger dictionary.

2. R exnerzber that the. poem is about winter. So we can expect the
poem to describe things, that will happen in winter rather than in summer.
In other words,. *43,011;0 thing we must notice about the context is that it
will select thoee rpeanings of words which are appropriate to winter. For
example, take the phrtie "blows his nail in the second line. Which of the
following sentences. are likely to appear in a winter context? In which of
them is the meaning. of the Word min most similar to the meaning of the
word nail in the second line of tile,poer.a?

a. My father decided that Saturday was a good day to nail
a new root-on the garage.

b. If you are going to shoe a horse, you need horseshoe
nails
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c. 1V.f.y fingers were getting very colcf,.. so I blew on my
nails to warm them.

d. The president of the company was eager tonail down.
contract-14th the steel supplier.

obi =not haVe 'heard the phrase "blood is nipped" before. Have.
you heard the word de in other contexts in which its meaning was similar
to iti-mseening.ii this phrase? Can you think of a context in which you haNie
heard the word ni!Piq 'Which will help you to understand the meaning of the
phrase here? -1 not, look up the word ni py in your dictionary. Can a
common meaning of Ow be associatedWith winter?

If you can't interpret the words and foul from the context, look
them up in the dictionary, Which meata-ts marthe most sense in this
context?

5. WhiCh meaning of saw makes the most sense in this context? --

9, What does the word starin mean in this context? Why does it
appropriately describe an ow

7. It has been suggested that crabs should be interpreted crab a les.
Does crab apples seem a moro likely than cr s con!:
text? Why or why not?

a. Do you think the phrase "a merry note" should be taken literally?
Why or why not?

Part Two

Read the anonymous English Coal-mining poem "The Plodder Seam."

The Plodder Seam is a wicked seam,
It's worse than the Trencherbone,

It's hot and there's three foot of shale between
The coal and rocky shone.

You can 'smell the smoke from the fires of hell
Deep under Ashton town.

Ohs the Plodder Seam is a wicked seam,
It's a mile and a quarter down.

Thirteen hundred tons a day
Are taken from that mine.

There's a ton of dirt for a ton of coal,
And a gallon of sweat and grime.

We crawl behind the cutters and
We scrabble for the coal.

Oh, I'd rather sweep the streets' than have
To burrow like a' mole.
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EXERCISE 2

I. Which :.-neanings of seam and shale fit best in this context?

2. .without looking in yoUr dictionary; -diScuss with-the class what the
words Otitterifand4crabble. might mean in this content. Can you decide with-
out help &Wm:tie dititionary?

3. Discuss the word wicked and decide what it means in this context.
Compose.another sentence or a sequence of sentences in which the word
wicked will have a meaning similar to its :meaning in this context.

4. How Would yOu go about discovering the meaning of Trencherbone
and Ashton? How much can you guess from the context? Wilt the dictionary
be of any help to you? Are there other reference works which might be of
more_ help than a dictionary?

Part Three

Read Loren Else ley's essay, "How Flowers Changed the World, at
least twice. Use your dictionary whenever you have difficulty understanding -*-g.
the meaning of a word. Mote down the words you have difficulty understand
ing even after you have used your dictionary and studied the context care-
fully.

Then discuss the essay with your teacher and the other members of
your class. Were some of the other students able to figure out some words
which puzzled you, and were you able to figure out some words which
puzzled other students? Is an encyclopedia often of more help than a ctiction-
ary when you are trying to figure out the meaning of a word? When? Why?

Many of the hard words in Professor Else ley's essay are technical words
which are used by botanistii, zoologists, and anthropologists. Your teacher
may ask you to choose one or two of these words, investigate it, and
report on-what you find to the rest of the class.

When you are, satisfied that you understand what Else ley is saying,
do the folloiving exercitein
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"How Flowers Changed the World"

. by Loren Eise ley

(For text, see "How Flowers Changed the World" by Loren
Else ley from The liyAmence Journe Random House, New York,
1957; beginning on p. ifTrith it had been possible to observe. "
and ending on p. 77 with ". *world and made it ours. ")

EXERCISE 3

You will find the words earth, tun turthl. planet, and world
underlined throughout the essay,

1. In a few sentences explain the differences in meaning between
earth in the first paragraph, and earth in the 17th paragraph, then the
Werences in meaning between those two earth's and earth in the 28th
paragraph.

2. The word unearthly, (paragraph 29) obviously means "not
earthly. " But we have already found three different meanings of
earth in this essay. In a few sentences explain which meaning of
earth Eiseley has in mind when he says "unearthly" in paragraph

9. end you- choice.

3, Planet earth and world all have similar meanings. In a
few sentences explain why ESegy used the word planet, in the first
and second paragraphs rather than using world,

WRITING ASSIGNMENTS

1. Pick four contexts from the essay in which world has four
different meanings. Write a paper in which you expMaThe meaning
of world in each context and explain how the meaning-of each word
wanW5 similar to and different from its meaning in the other contexts.
Triru can, explain how each context helps you to interpret the meaning
of the world.

2. The world you see, hear, feel, and know is different from any-
one else's world. Of courses our world of the twentieth century is
different from the world of the Age of Reptiles or even from the world
of Shakespearethat is easy enough to understand. But it is also true
that although all of us live in the world of the twentieth century, the
world each of us knows is different from the world anyone else knows.

When we write--no matter what we are writingwe tell other
people something about "my world. " No matter what we are talking
about, we have to describe it as we see it in our own personal world.

r

<.;
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But the world of each of us is always ,aa we see mem
learn more, and understand mores Veva* the:oblige II so slow
that we hardly rzilize that our world is changing; '.'Mother times--
when we meet new people, read a Wok, trayeli 1il in.love, or find
a job--there is a bit/ change brow world. But itarq time we can
always look back a few years and realize that the world we live in
now is different from what it was.

--Write;& paper aboUt "My- World and How It Has Caned" You
MASA ;OhOirthe reader whit your world is like--hOw it looks to. you.
in .OrideriOsho* 'haw it has changed you must show what it used to
be like and what it is like now. Write the paper ea though you were
addressing the other members of your Itaglish &Ass as your audience.



LESSON II

Part One

Up to this. point we have only been concerned with how the context makes
the plain sense of a word clear to us. But there are other important parts
of the meaning of i word beyond the plain. sense, and we will now turn to
one of these parts of a word's meaning, and to how we can understand it
too from the context.

Look at the following. pair of contexts:

"You can smell the smoke from the fires of belt :Deep under
under Ashton town. "

When we came into the ski lodge, stiff and nearly frozen, we
found a.blazini fire and mugs of steaming cocoa waiting
for us.

There are, of course, differences in the plainisense of fire in these two
contexts, but the differences in the plain sense are not' so great as another
difference in meaning: the feelings about the fire that are expressed in
the two sentences.

We can see from these two sentences that the word fire can evoke
feelings of fear and torment and also feelings of warmth and friendliness.
By changing the context we are able to suggest one set of these feelings or
the other. And, of course, we can put the word fire in other contexts
which will cause it to arouse feelings very different from the feelings it
arouses in either of these contexts.

It is plain,, then, that there is another side of meaning besides the plain
sense which is also-controlled by the context, and that is the feelings which
are aroused by a word. So when we read we must not only interpret the
plain sense of the words from the context, but we must also pay close atten-
tion to the context in order to discover what feelings the writer wishes us
to have. And when we write we must arrange the context so that the reader
will understand the feelings we want him to have.

EXERCISE I

Read through "'The Plodder Seam" again. This time pay close attention
to everything in the context which affects your feelings about the seam.
Make notes on the 1144 which particularly affect your feelings and on the
feelings they arouse, Discuss with the class how these lines *reused the
feelings they did.

EXERCISE 2

Read the wellelusown anonymous song, "Johnny, Iliardlylesmew "



(See if you can obtains recording of the song. Many are available.)

While goiiig the road to sweet.Athy,
Hurroo! hurroo I

Whtlik-going-lhe rog.0:to sweet Athy,
A stick in,my-hand-and-a ctrop in my eye,
a doleful,daznsel I heard extr

"Ochi Johnny, I hardly knew ye!

"With draips, and.-guns, and guns and drums,guns,
slew ye;

My Darling dear, you look so queer,
Och, Johnny, I hardly knew ye!

"Where are your eyes that looked so mild?
HUrroo turroo !

Where are yOur eyes that looked so mild?
Hurroo! burro° 1

Where are yciur eyes that looked so mild?
When my poor heart you first baguiled?
Why did you run from me and the child?

Och, Johnny, I hardly knew ye!

"With drums and guns, and guns and drums,
The enemy nearly slew ye;
My darling dear, 'you look so .queer,

Ochs Johnny, I hardly knew ye!

"Where are the legs with which you run?
Hurroo I hurroo!

Where are the legs with which you run?
Hurroo ! Ifurrool

Where are the legs with which you run?
When first you went to carry a gun?
Indeed,: your 'dancing days are done!

Ochs Johnny, I hardly knew ye!

"With drums and guns,, and guns and drums,
The enemy nearly slew ye;
My darling dear, you look so queer,

Och, Johnny, I hardly knew ye!

"It grieved, my heart to see you sail,
Hurreo I hurroo !

It grieved, my iiearkie *se you sail,
Ilturroo hnrroo !,

It grieved my heart to see you sail,'
Though frOm-my heart you took leg-bail,*
Like a cod you're doubled up head and tail,

0,9.4*,-44)1MY1 harcaY knevr.7.0!

iotoolW re saw;
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"Witlt.Arums; andomse, -and guns and drums,
Thtlinemy nearly slaw-ye;
-Mtdarling dear, loft-look-4o. queer,

Oche &Many,. thardlyiniew ye!

"You hsreeft.:an-armand-you :IisaYenft a lag,
Eurroo! burst&

You have&t an arm .and-you haven't a leg,
Hurroo! laIrroo I

You, haven't:in-arm: antyou:bavenot a leg,
You're an eyelets, noisiest, chickenless egg;
You'll bawl° be put with a bowl to beg

Och, Johnny, I hardly knew ye!

"With drums and guns and guns and drums,
The enemy nearly slew ye;
My-darling:dear, you look so queer,

Och, Johnny, I hardly knew ye!

"Vin happy for-to see you home,
Hurroo hurroo I

I'm happy for to see you hOme,
Hurrool hurroo t

I'm 111.1407 for. th, fee -Yo:u home.
All frOmthe Island of Sulloon;
So lo* in flesh, no ;high in bone;

Och, JObnny, I hardly knew ye!

"With drums and guns, and guns and drums,
The enemy nearly slew ye;
My darling dear, you loOk so queer,

Och, Johnny, I hardly knew ye!

"But sad it is to see you so,
Hurroo! burro°,

But sad it is to see you so,
Hurroo! burroo!

But sad it is to see you so,
And to 01..ir......kof you now as en object of woe,
Your Peggy'U still keep ye on as her beau;

Och jobnny I hardly knew ye i

"With drums and guns, and guns and drums,
The ftuemy-nearlyilinv ye ;.
My darling deer. you-look ,so queer,

Och, Jobuny, I hardly knew ye!

WRITING ASSIGNMENTS

L Read the poem carefully several d,raes, using a dictionary to help
you With the plain sense of words you have difficulty understanding. Be



sure to look carefully at the context to discover bow the meaning of the
word in the poem differs from the definition you find in the dictionary, If.
you still have difficulty with the plain sense of some of the words, discuss
them with your teacher and the other students in your class.

2, When you are sure you understand the plain sense of the poem, write
a short paper in which you describe the girl's feelings for Johnny. Also
try to explain how the poem succeeded in expressing the girl's feelings.

3. Discuss your paper with the class, Did other students find feelings
you did not discover? Did they convince you that you had not completely
understood the feelings of the girl?

Part Two

In tlds lesson we are going to look at two ways in which the context can
be manipulated in order to make our feelings clear to the reader. The
first of these ways is by using two different kinds of adjectives. Most
adjectives are used to help describe something; they point out particular
qualities which the thing has. For instance, the adjective evergreen in thephrasean evergreen tree points out the quality of evergreenness w ch the
tree in, question has and which deciduous trees do not have. U we add the
adjective tall (a tall evergreen tree), we have pointed out the quality of
tallne.es which short trees do not have. And we could go cn adding
qualifiers of this kind; each of which would point out some other quality in
the tree. These qualifiers clarify what kind of tree we are talking about,
but they tell is little or nothing about the feelings we might have for the
tree.

There are adjectives, however which do tell about the feelings we have
for-trees, or whatever we are talking about. The most obvious kind
describes our feelings directlysuch adjectives as happy, unbaproy, thrilled,
014 depressed, and many others.

We should also mention that there are nouns which name a state of our
feelings, like w:ef, mess, and others; and it is sometimes possible
to use some verWto describe our feelings, as, for instance, in the
sentence "It igevell my heart to see you sails' in "Johnny, I liardly Knew
Ye."

EXERCISE 3

I, How many other words can you find in "Johnny I hardly knew ye"
which directly describe the girl's feelings?

2. Make a list of all the words you can think of which describe feelings.
Does it seem that there are many of these words as compared to the number
of words we have to describe things ? Do not forget slang words. Slang
words are often concocted to describe feelings.



It is simple enough to say "I was sad," or "r was happy, " when we
want someone else to underfitand our feelings and to feel as we did: But
we must-admit that these words dO not do _ik':yery `good job of describing
our feelings. We can feel' laid in many, diffeSit"Ways, and the word sad
isn't able to make distinCtiOng among different feelings-of'saidness. We'?
can, though, use comb:11114190 of adjectitrOs: "I felt tad. but with a tinge
of satisfaction* " for itistanCe, or "I felt both happy and tad. " But no matter
how many of these adjectives we put together, we still feel that they have
not ecpressed accurately or with much subtlety the feelings which run
through us. Also, we prop-01y feel quite sure that the feelings we label
with the word sad are different from the feelings someone else would
libel with the mune word. Noce of us it sad in quite the same way anyone
else is.

EXERCISE 4

Think back to a time when you have had very strong feelings--when,
for instance, you have felt very strongly about a person or about something
that happened. Try to recall the feelings you had. Then, in a short paper,
describe the feelings you had, using only words which describe feelings,
like sad, happy, satisfied, and depressed. Think of all the words you can
which Ilvould help to describe the feelings you had.

After you have finished the paper, think about whether you are satisfied
that someone else will understand and share your feelings. Are you
satisfied that these words have captured everything you felt? Think of
other methods you might have used to express your feelings and discuss
these methods with the class.

Part Three

Your experience with trying to express your feelings using only words
which directly describe feelings probably convinced you that if other
people are going to understand our feelings. we must find more accurate
and more subtle ways of expressing them.

Luckily, there are other ways to tell people about our feelings. There
ix, among other things, a second group of adjectives which, at first,
appear to point out qualities of things, but which actually tell more about
our feelings than they tell about the things they describe. ___Beautiful ugly,
pretty, nodisloo and swell are such words. When we-hair-4 girl-34y
that a boyis goo&looldngingTwe stop to WO abott what she said, we
realise that she hasn't really-told us very Mitch about the boy, but she has
made her feelings about the POy quite clear to tug. If she had said that
the boy was nice, we wou1d1stire only vague ideas of what the boy was like,
but we would have a very gOod idea of whether she liked the boy or not.

Such adjectives describe. two things at the same time; both *St we
are talking about and our okselings. And if We usiihent carefUlly, they
can be an important help in describing, our feelings to others.



In the poems we have read there are a number of these words which
do two jobs. Look at the word wicked in "The Plodder Seam." Which
dictionary definition of wicked seems appropriate in this context? But
is it possible that the narrator means that the seam is literally wicked?
Can inanimate objects be wicked? Is it not more likely he means that the
seam seems wicked to him, that the feelings he has about the seam are
similar to the feelings he would have about a wicked person?

In the second stanza the narrator says "There's a ton of dirt for a ton
of coal, / And a gallon of sweat and grime. " Does the word jtallon more
accurately describe the amount a man sweats to mine a ton of coal or the
feelings of the man Who is mining the coal?

Look also at the word mild in the second stanza of "Johnny, I Hardly
Knew Ye. " Does mild give us an accurate physical description of Johnny's
eyes? But what does it tell us of the girl's feelings for Johnny?

The refrain "Och, Johnny, I hardly knew ye!" is an understatement;
it tells less than the whole truth. But isn't it literally true that the girl
was hardly able to recognize Johnny? What, then, is being understated?
The way Johnny looked or the way the girl felt? Why do you think it is
impossible for the girl to say exactly how she feels ?

Though words like these tend to describe both what we are talking about
and reveal our feelings, they vary according to where they put the
emphasis, and the emphasis may vary in each new context. Some primarily
describe what we are talking about and give only a hint of cur feelings;
others hardly describe the thing at all, but they tell a great deal about
our feelings.

EXERCISE 5

1. With the help of your teacher and the other students in your class,
compile a list of adjectives which can be used to describe things and, at
the same time, to reveal our feelivAgo.

2. Advertisers often use adjectives which reveal and evoke feelings.
In fact, the adjectIves advertisers use often do not tell us anything specific
about the product; instead they reveal the feelings the advertiser wants
us to have for the product0 Needless to say, these are usually kindly
feelings.

Look at the adjectives which are used in magazine ads, or listen for
the adjectives used in TV commercials. Make a list of these and take
notes on the feelings the words were intended to express and arouse. Note,
also, bow the context helps you to understand the feelings the writer
ittended you to have. Could the same words be used in different contexts
to express different feelings ?

3.. Write a dialog between two people, Have them talk about some
perm or some thing and let each of them have very different feelings
abcrizt'whatever it Ili they are talking about. Let them reveal their feelings
by using adjectives which describe what they are talking about and, at the
same time, reveal their feelings.
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LESSON III

. Probably the most important way we have to express our feelings is not
as simple or as easily accomplished as describing them with adjectives
like sad and barmy or by using adjectives like pretty and mild. It is also
moreTarfficuit to explain, though it, too, involves interpielEe meaning
from the context.

We can begin by pointing out that our feelings about things depend to a
great extent on how we see them, from what point of view we see them.
For instance, our feelings about an automobile are quite different when we
are fondling a new car we just bought than when we are in a pedestrian
lane and suddenly notice a car coming directly at us. The question is: bow
would we convey to someone else the feelings we have in each situation?
The answer is: we tell the reader about what happened in such a way that
he sees what we saw ea we saw it. If we can do this successfully, he will
have feelings similar to MeTieffige we had. But how do we tell it in such
a way that the reader will see as we saw?

Let us take the two encounters with the car as examples. The important
thing is that in each situation we saw a different automobile. If we stand
beside the car and fondle it, we notice the glow of the chrome, the deep
reflections in the paint, the curve of the lines of the body, and we feel the
smoothness of the surface. But if we are in the pedestrian lane, we will
see the front of the car rather than tiro side, and we will notice the flash of
the chrome and the sudden hugenesri of the grille and bumper. In other
words, we must describe those details of the car which the reader would
notice if he was in the situation we were in. If we can present him with
what one sees, hears, and touches in that situation, he will have feelings
similar to the feelings we bad.

EXERCISE 1-

Look back at '.'The Plodder Seam" for a moment. How does the poet
make it clear to us where he is in relation to the mine, from what point
of view he sees the mine? Would we have to see the mine from inside in
order to notice the details which the narrator notices? Must we know
what it is like to be inside the mine if we are to share the feelings the
narrator wants us to share? If we were standing outside the mine, would
we notice different details and would we have different feelings about the
mine?

EXERCISE 2

Read Shelley's "A Widow Bird Sate Mourning" and Tennyson's
"The Eagle. " Pay particular attention to the point of view from which we
see things, the details we are given, and how both affect our feelings.
Then answer the questions which follow.

,11
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A WIDOW BIRD SATE MOURNING
Percy Bysshe Shelley

A widow bird sate ,02,0Urning fOr her love
Upon., ,a wintry .0etigii;

The frozen viblid crept on abOsire,
The freezing stream below.

There was no loaf UtiOn the fOrest bare,
No flo'ivet upon the ground,

And little motion in the air
Except the millwvateells sound.

THE EAGLE
Alfred Lord Tennyson

He clasps the crag with crooked hands;
Close to the sun in lonely lands,
Wiled with the azure world, he stands.

The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls;
He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt he falls.

1. Except for the word mourning, Shelley tells us nothing directly
about the bird's feelings. Instead he describes the landscape from a
particular point of view, He BOB, in effect, the feelings of the bird are
similar to or like the feelingis you have when you look at this winter
landscape,- What details of the landscape does Shelley choose to describe?
How could the description be changed slightly to produce very different
feelings?

2. How many different pOintis of view can you identify in Tennyson's
poem? Point out those lines which_give us the eagle's point of view. Point
out the lines which give us another point of view. Do the feelings evoked
by the two points of view conflict "with each other or blend together?

EXERCISE 3'

Read the anonymous song "Cocides, and Mussels." See if your teacher
can get a recording of ,the song.
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COCKLES AND MUSSELS

In Dublin's fair city, where the girls are so pretty,
I first set my eyes on sweet Mollie Malone,
As she wheeled her wheel-barrow through streets

broad and narrow,
Crying,; "Cockles and mussels: alive, alive-0! "

She was a fishmonger, but sure 'twas no wonder, .1

For so were her father and mother before;
They wheeled a wheel-barrow through streets

broad and narrow,
Crying, "Cockles and mussels: alive, alive 0! "

She died of a fever, and no one could save her,
And that was the end of sweet Mollie Malone;
Now a ghost wheels her barrow through streets

broad and narrow,
Crying, "Cockles and mussels: alive, alive 0!"

L How do you think the poet feels about Mollie Malone? What details
in the poem give you clues to his feelings ? Are the feelings of the poet
different- in- each stanza? Is Mollie seen from a different point of view
in each stanza?

2. Is this a happy song or a sad song? Or are the words happy and sad
unable to fully describe the feelings the song gives you?

EXERCISE 4

Read Shelley's poem "Ozyrnandias.'' Read the poem several times,
using your dictionary, to make sure you understand the plain sense.

OZYMANDIAS
Percy Bysshe Shelley

I met a traveller from an antique land
Who said: "Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert. Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them and the, heart that fed;
And on the pedestal these words appear:
IMyzame is ,Ozyroandias, king of .1dpga;
lOok on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!'
Nothing beside retrains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level stands stretch far away. "
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1. If you still have difficulty with the plain sense, discuss your problems
with your teacher and the class. The lines beginning "Near themo on the
sand,,,. " are particularly difficult, They might be paraphrased some-
thing like this: "Near the legs lies a broken stone face which is half-
buried in the sand. The anger in the eyes of this face, and the lips which
are twisted in a cruel smile, show that the sculptor understood the evil
ambition of the king and mocked it in stone. Today the evil passions of
the king can still be read in the stone face, though the sculptor who carved
the face is dead and so is the heart of the king which fed those passions and
ambitions. "

2. From what point of view does the traveller see Ozymsadias? What
details does he describe which make his point of view clear to us? What
feelings do we have about Ozymandias as a result of seeing him from this
point of view?

3. Discuss the difference between the plain sense and the feeling of
words like works, wreck, and sands. If we understood only the plain sense
of these words, how much of the meaning Would we mill? If the point of
view is part of the context, how does the context affect the feelings these
words give us?

4. Discuss with the.class other points of view from which Ozymandias
might be seen and which would give us different feelings about him. What
about the point of view of the sculptor, who was probably a slave? What
about the point of view of Ozymandiasis queen? What other points of view
can you think of which would give us other feelings?

WRITING ASSIGNNMNTS

1. Write a short paper about Ozymandias from a point of view different
from the travellerls. What details will you use to give the reader the
feelings about Ozymandias you want him to.have?

2. In Exercise 4 of Lesson II you wrote a short paper about a time
when you felt very strongly about a person or about something that had
happened, and you used only words that describe feelings. Now rewrite
that paper, but use any method that seems appropriate in order to convey
your feelings to the reader. Think back carefully to what it was that gave
you your feelings, and try to recreate that situation and that point of view
for the reader.

3. Describe a person a house, an event, or something else about
which you have stong feelings. The purpose of the paper is to have the
reader understand and share your feelings. To do this, write your
description so that the reader understands the point of :dew from which you
see what you are describing. Remember that to see from your point of
view, the reader must see what you see, see those details which give you
the feelings you have. Do not use adjectives to describe your feelings;
instead, recreate the impressions you have so that the reader will find
himself in your shoes and feel your feelings,


